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Book 3 in Nicholas Sansbury Smith&apos;s bestselling, award-winning & top-rated Extinction Cycle
SeriesÂ ________________________________________________________________Â On the
eve of extinction all seems to be lost, but there is still one final hope...Â Operation Liberty has failed.
Humans are losing the war. With no other option, General Kennor decides to pull back the troops
and give science a second chance.Â Â Trapped in the extensive sewer system beneath New York,
Master Sergeant Reed Beckham and the survivors of 1st Platoon must battle through the
tunnels--where they make a grisly discovery in their attempt to escape.Â Â At Plum Island, Dr. Kate
Lovato is working on a new bioweapon to destroy the Variants. But when a derelict Navy Destroyer
crashes into the Connecticut shoreline, she is forced to deal with a nightmare she thought had
ended.Â Â As the doomsday clock ticks down and military bases fall across the country, the human
race enters the age of extinction. Will science prevail--or will mankind vanish off the face of the
planet?
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Extinction Age raises the stakes of the series while delivering terrifying suspense, beloved
characters, well developed romance, heroes, villains, and well articulated science and military

tactics that boost the novel's success. Extinction Age breaks onto the apocalyptic genre stage by
redefining what we've come to expect from many genre novels: flat secondary characters, overtly
predictable events, overused villain archetypes and cookie-cutter zombie creatures. It's no wonder
that so many agents and more that I research are turning away from the genre. Extinction Age
raises the bar for authors and gives readers a page-turner that also makes one ask: What's that
clicking in the night?Strong relationships and firmly developed characters--even a good chunk of the
minor ones--are a breath of fresh air in an otherwise very smelly apocalyptic setting. (Thinking of the
odor of Variants, there...) Two characters romantic relationship develops organically, whereas in
many novels it often feels flat, forced, rushed because of circumstances. Smith allows these two
characters to develop slowly and at their pace. It's brilliant. Despite the dark and dreaded potential
fate of humanity, this romance is one bright spot of hope. There are others, including the on-going
developing friendships among the members of Team Ghost and their civilian and military allies. The
growing diversity of characters enhances their individuality to the reader. The power of overcoming
disabilities or severe injuries to survive is a theme that resonants strongly with me and honors those
who have been wounded while in military service or, like me, face disabilities.Meanwhile, the
introduction of a possible human antagonist raises a lot of questions and frightening possibilities.
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